Australian Horse Archery Association
Horse Registration Form 2021
The AHAA provides rally days for the purpose of practicing and embedding
learned skills, not for the purposes of teaching. This principle also applies to
horses brought along to participate.
Horses must have been exposed to the sport prior to attending AHAA events. Desensitisation, training in
horse archery and a new registration form must be completed for each horse before it attends it’s first
AHAA event. Complete a separate registration for each horse you will be responsible for at AHAA events.

Member responsible for the horse: 

.

State/Branch: 

.

Owner of horse: 

.

Horse’s name: 

.

Horse’s nickname/paddock name: 

.

Horse’s breed/registration/brands (if any): 

.

.

.

Horse’s physical description (height, colour, sex, markings, etc.): 

.

.

.

(must be the legally responsible person for the horse at AHAA events i.e. parent/guardian for young members)

(Members may use a horse at AHAA events that does not belong to them. The member using the horse at AHAA
events should complete this form (or member’s parent/guardian for young members), not the horse’s owner, unless
that member is also the owner)

.

.

Declaration:
I
 confirm I have the legal right to use this horse and take
full responsibility for its care and control during attendance at any AHAA event. I declare that the horse
has demonstrated it has prior exposure to all of the various elements involved in horse archery.
I agree I have the primary responsibility to make decisions about the cessation of participation of my
horse in an activity or day if necessary. I agree to abide by the directions of any marshal, official, branch
manager, or AHAA Committee member present to the same effect, if such a decision is made prior to, or
in contradiction of my own assessment of the situation.

Signature: 

. Date: 

.

